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Feature Show

On-site/Remote Filming

Challenges Resources

Slideshow

Inquiry Guide

Career Pathways

Indigenous Perspectives

Deep Dive 

Live Q/A with Experts

Youth Development

Program

Our high-quality visual productions are the anchor point for the mind-blowing, multi-sensory experiences we

create.

We offer the option to work remotely or on site.

We build STEM, Creative, Story and Game challenges to engage students deeper in learning. 

A comprehensive slideshow that gathers all the theory the teachers need to go deeper.

A guide to support inquiry prior to, during and even after the Live it show for project based learning. 

Short videos that explore unconventional or unknown careers and include an expert’s own personal story of

how they got there. 

Whenever possible we include and integrate Indigenous perspectives in our Feature Show and Slideshow

resource. This is a supplemental video that provides more time and space for Indigenous experts to share

insights, traditional knowledge and connections to other related topics.

For those who are passionate about a topic, our Deep Dive videos appear in the Explore section of a program

and go in-depth with experts.

We invite experts to answer live kids questions on our platform on launch day.

This immersive program offers a dynamic blend of storytelling, cultural learning, community engagement, and

environmental awareness, providing the youth with invaluable experiences and skills for their personal and

professional growth.

Our programs are fully customizable to meet your needs. Contact us to share your vision.

Contact us for a custom plan
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